
Fill in the gaps

Rebel Love Song by Black Veil Brides

I cannot hide what's on my mind

I feel it  (1)______________  deep inside

A  (2)______________  crime to take what's mine

Let us  (3)__________  living for today

Never gonna'  (4)____________  my mind

We can leave it all behind

Nothin's gonna' stop us

No not this time

So take  (5)________  hand in mine

It's  (6)________  tonight

This is a rebel love song

Hearts will sacrifice it's do or die

This is a rebel  (7)________  song

My outlaw eyes have  (8)________  their lies

I choke on all they had to say

When  (9)____________  collide what's left inside

I hold on  (10)__________  and hear you pray

Never gonna' change my mind

We can  (11)__________  it all behind

Nothin's gonna' stop us

No not  (12)________  time

So take your hand in mine

It's  (13)________  tonight

This is a rebel love song

Hearts will sacrifice it's do or die

This is a rebel  (14)________  song

Wild and running for one reason

They can't  (15)________  us from our freedom

(Wild and  (16)______________  for one reason)

(They can't stop us from our freedom)

Never gonna' change my mind

We can leave it all behind

Nothin's gonna' stop us

No not this time

So take your hand in mine

It's ours tonight

This is a rebel love song

Hearts will  (17)__________________  it's do or die

This is a  (18)__________   (19)________  song

So  (20)________   (21)________  hand in mine

It's ours tonight

This is a  (22)__________  love song

Hearts will sacrifice it's do or die

This is a rebel  (23)________  song
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. burning

2. passion

3. start

4. change

5. your

6. ours

7. love

8. seen

9. worlds

10. tight

11. leave

12. this

13. ours

14. love

15. stop

16. running

17. sacrifice

18. rebel

19. love

20. take

21. your

22. rebel

23. love
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